
Sept  19   8:00 PM       People of the Parishes 
Sept  20   3:00 PM       Adoration 
Sept  23   5:15 PM       Special Intention 
Sept  26   8:00  PM    +Joe & Yvonne Carlson by Carlson Family 
  
USHERS FOR SEPTEMBER:  VOLUNTEERS 
 
CLEANERS FOR SEPTEMBER:  SADA ASCHNEWITZ, MARY 
BOHNE, KERRIE STEINBACH, CAROL THOMPSON 
 
                                                                      PRAYER CORNER 
                                                                              Dick Dykoff     
ROSARY LEADER: Volunteer                          Jeannie Guck    
                                                                              Birch Pettow 
LECTOR: Volunteer                                               Joe Riepe 
                                                                           Anthony Thompson                                     
                                                                                                                                                       
COLLECTION:   Adults-$3160.00 Rent-$50.00 Donation-$350.00 
 
Average weekly amount needed to meet operation of Holy Cross for fiscal 
year is $1277.90 
 
 
 
 
 



 
THANK YOU To a all those who sent cards, brought food, called and 
sent prayers for me while I was recuperating.  Faye Hendrickx. 
 
Dear sisters and brothers in Christ Jesus, 

It’s not fair!   Growing up in a family of ten (4 boys and 6 girls) these words were common 
in our house or around the farm.  They were sometimes an automatic response to many perceived 
wrongs or sense of any special treatment to me or my sisters or brothers.  I suspect these words 
were on the lips of the workers in today’s Gospel parable.  This parable, found only in Matthew’s 
Gospel, tells the familiar story of a landowner who went out at various times throughout the day 
to hire workers for his vineyard.  When it came time to pay the workers, however, those who 
were hired late in the day received the same pay as those “who had bore the day’s burden and 
heat.”  This just doesn’t seem fair. 

How can one justify the same payment for those who have worked for the whole day and 
those who worked just for one hour?  Is it really possible especially in contexts where workers are 
paid per number of hours they worked?  It is really customary that those who work longer should 
earn better than those who work shorter hours?  Jesus however breaks this convention. 

Our human thinking does not correspond always to that of the divine.  Isaiah tells us clear-
ly in the First Reading, “for my thoughts are not your thoughts, my ways not your ways … Yes, the 
heavens are as high above earth as my ways are above your ways, my thoughts above your 
thoughts.”   God is merciful and pardons unconditionally, while we do not.  God’s grace is gener-
ous and rewards everyone, saints as well as sinners, while we would like to make a difference.  He 
gives the sinner opportunity even at the “last hour.”  Let the wicked man abandon his way, the 
evil man his thoughts.  Let him turn back to the Lord who will take pity on him, to our God who is 
rich in forgiving. 

This fundamental difference is shown in the parable, the landowner hires workers at 
different times of the day, but rewards everyone with the same sum of money.  All workers were 
paid on the basis of their equal need for sufficient livelihood, not on the basis of the hours they 
had put into the work.  Therefore, it is not the length of time spent on the job that really matters, 
but the effort put into it and more to that, the quality of the output. 

In the light of God’s plan for salvation for all humanity rather than the Jews alone, this par-
able stands out as a good example.  God called the Jews a long time ago to build his kingdom on 
earth.  Now, at an apparently late hour, God was calling the Gentiles to work with them in building 
up the same divine kingdom.  “The men who came last” were treated the same as those who 
“have done a heavy day’s work in all the heat.”  This is so because salvation has no dimensions or 
degrees.  The same reward (salvation and heavenly happiness) is to be given to the Christians of 
all ages with no special treatment or private divine privileges.  This salvation, according to Peter 
(Acts 10:34) is to be given without preference, to anyone from every nation, who fears God and 
acts righteous, honest or just. 

The ideal in our following of Christ lies in the quality of our engagement and not only in 
the quantity.  Nothing says that a born Christian will always be worse than someone who became 
a Christian as an adult.  The ideal is that we strive to be the best Christian that we can be, whether 
we have been Christians all our lives or we embraced Christianity in the very end of our lives. 

 

May God Bless Us All ….    Always! 
Deacon Richard J. Quistorff 


